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novel functional mini-receptors by
combinatorial screening of split-WW domains†

Hermann Neitz, ‡c Niels Benjamin Paul, ‡d Florian R. Häge, ae

Christina Lindner, ae Roman Graebner, ae Michael Kovermann *b

and Franziska Thomas *ae

b-Sheet motifs such as the WW domain are increasingly being explored as building blocks for synthetic

biological applications. Since the sequence-structure relationships of b-sheet motifs are generally

complex compared to the well-studied a-helical coiled coil (CC), other approaches such as

combinatorial screening should be included to vary the function of the peptide. In this study, we present

a combinatorial approach to identify novel functional mini-proteins based on the WW-domain scaffold,

which takes advantage of the successful reconstitution of the fragmented WW domain of hPin1

(hPin1WW) by CC association. Fragmentation of hPin1WW was performed in both loop 1 (CC-hPin1WW-L1)

and loop 2 (CC-hPin1WW-L2), and the respective fragments were linked to the strands of an antiparallel

heterodimeric CC. Structural analysis by CD and NMR spectroscopy revealed structural reconstitution of

the WW-domain scaffold only in CC-hPin1WW-L1, but not in CC-hPin1WW-L2. Furthermore, by using
1H–15N HSQC NMR, fluorescence and CD spectroscopy, we demonstrated that binding properties of

fragmented hPin1WW in CC-hPin1WW-L1 were fully restored by CC association. To demonstrate the

power of this approach as a combinatorial screening platform, we synthesized a four-by-six library of N-

and C-terminal hPin1WW-CC peptide fragments that was screened for a WW domain that preferentially

binds to ATP over cAMP, phophocholine, or IP6. Using this screening platform, we identified one WW

domain, which specifically binds ATP, and a phosphorylcholine-specific WW-based mini-receptor, both

having binding dissociation constants in the lower micromolar range.
Introduction

Small, independently folding protein motifs are commonly
used as scaffolds to mimic complex biological systems.1,2

Among the protein folding motifs available, the coiled coil (CC)
has probably been most frequently used in such endeavours to
date, as the sequence-structure relationship is well understood.3

Consequently, CCs have been applied in various synthetic bio-
logical designs including biomimetic receptors,4 catalysts,5
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interaction domains,6 or vesicle fusion proteins.7 Despite the
obvious advantages of CCs in the design of biomimetic systems,
the disadvantages should not be overlooked and illustrate why
further small protein folding motifs are increasingly being
explored for applications in synthetic biology. For instance, the
rigidity of CC assemblies might impede the effective design of
biomimetic receptors and enzymes, since exibility of the
binding pocket is an important factor in ligand or substrate
binding.2,8 Another obstacle is the frequent use of self-
assembling CCs, very oen homomers, which limits the engi-
neerability and strand exchange is a signicant problem.9

Among others, WW domains are a good complement to the
toolbox of small protein motifs used for synthetic biological
applications. WW domains are stable antiparallel b-sheet
peptides with a length of about 35 amino acids, which are
protein–protein interaction modules and recognize proline-rich
amino acid sequences.10 The name is derived from two char-
acteristic and highly conserved tryptophan residues, which are
crucial for structural stability and function.11,12 Calculations
have shown thatWWdomains cover a very high sequence space,
which makes this motif ideal for design and engineering
purposes.13 This has been experimentally proven, as based on
sequence alignments, articial WW domains have been
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9079–9090 | 9079
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designed or redesigned to modulate folding properties.14

However, there are only a few examples showing successful
engineering of WW domain function. In these cases, active sites
located on the b-sheet surface of a natural protein were trans-
ferred more or less one-to-one to the b-sheet surface of a WW
domain. For example, the WW domain of FBP11 was modied
according to the natural model heat shock protein such that it
binds specically to single-stranded DNA,15 and a zinc-binding
WW domain was obtained by transferring the His3-site of
carbonic anhydrase II to the surface of the hPin1 WW domain
and was further engineered to obtain a Zn (II) sensor.16

However, intuitive design of new functional WW domains
becomes almost impossible if there is no natural model with
similar structural features for the intended new function.
Therefore, we considered a combinatorial approach that allows
screening of multiple WW-domain variants. In the past, it has
been shown that the function of fragmented proteins can be
reconstituted if their fragments are forced into close prox-
imity.17 For example, antiparallel CCs have been successfully
used in the reconstitution of the green uorescent protein or
the enzyme luciferase.18 Recently, in-cell proteolysis-based sig-
nalling and logic circuits have been developed, in which split
proteases are attached to orthogonal CC dimerization
domains.19 Inspired by these reports and encouraged by
a circularly permuted hyperstable WW domain,20 we identied
a split-WW-domain approach as a potential screening platform
for exploring engineered WW domains with novel functions, in
which a fragmentedWWdomain is reconstituted by association
Fig. 1 Reconstitution of a fragmented WW domain on an antiparallel
heterodimeric CC (ACCBCC). (a) Schematic representation of the
structural concept applied in this study (ACC – acidic coil strand; BCC –
basic coil strand). (b) Two-dimensional representation of the folding
motif of the WW domain of hPin1 (hPin1WW) and the two possible
fragmentation sites defining CC-hPin1WW-L1 (fragmentation at the GR
site in loop 1) and CC-hPin1WW-L2 (fragmentation at the HI site in loop
2) in a WW-domain-CC construct. The b-sheets comprising hPin1WW

are highlighted in blue and represented as arrows.
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of an antiparallel CC (ACCBCC, Fig. 1). This split approach
would, if successful, facilitate the diversication of WW-domain
sequences and thus the synthesis of WW-domain libraries.
However, compared with previously reported systems, the WW
domain is a small protein folding motif, and reconstitution of
both structure and function in such a system requires thorough
initial testing.

In this report, we present the successful reconstitution of
a model WW domain, the WW domain of hPin1 (hPin1WW,
hPin1(6-39)), by CC association. We have combined circular
dichroism (CD) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy to prove at rst the proper structural reconstitution of
hPin1WW. Then, NMR, uorescence and CD spectroscopy was
applied to investigate the functional binding of hPin1WW to the
C-terminal domain peptide (CTD) of RNA polymerase II in
a second step. As a result, our data show complete structural
and functional reconstitution of fragmented hPin1WW in a CC-
split-hPin1WW system. Based on this, we further developed the
CC-split-hPin1WW concept into a combinatorial screening plat-
form. As a proof-of-principle, we synthesized a four-by-six
library of N- and C-terminal hPin1WW-CC peptide fragments
that was successfully screened for WW domains possessing
binding properties to organophosphates.

Results and discussion
Concept design and peptide synthesis

To demonstrate the concept of proximity-induced reconstitu-
tion of a fragmented WW domain based on CC association that
could be used as a combinatorial screening platform, a suitable
model WW domain had to be identied. It has been shown that
a circularly permuted variant of hPin1WW reliably folds into
a WW-domain scaffold.20 However, the amino acid sequence of
this variant was signicantly changed to achieve structural
stability. For instance, b-caps were introduced at the permuted
N- and C-termini and a tryptophan cage was required for
structural stabilization. Since such severe structural changes
contradict the design of a screening platform for functional WW
domains and signicantly limit the accessible sequence space,
we relied on wild type hPin1WW as the target peptide in our
studies. If a moderately stable WW domain such as hPin1WW

does not fold in a proximity-induced manner aer fragmenta-
tion, the envisaged concept would generally be unsuitable for
the intended purpose.

hPin1WW is a well characterized WW domain21–23 and has
shown to be remarkably stable to engineering.20,24 Although the
loops, more precisely loop1, play an important role in WW-
domain folding,25,26 they are less conserved compared to the
b-sheet regions (Fig. S1†). Hence, we split hPin1WW at the GR
site (G20, R21) of loop 1 (CC-hPin1WW-L1) and the HI site (H27,
I28) of loop 2 (CC-hPin1WW-L2), respectively (Fig. 1). The frag-
ments were attached to the strands of an antiparallel hetero-
dimeric CC, more precisely, to de novo designed Acid-Kg Base-
Eg,27 which, in the following, are referred to as ACCBCC (Fig. 1).
The conjugates of coil peptides and WW-domain fragments are
referred to as BCC-hPin1WW-L1 or BCC-hPin1WW-L2 for the N-
terminal WW-domain fragments linked to coil strand BCC,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Primary sequences for hPin1WW and hPin1WW-CC conjugates

Peptide Sequence

hPin1WW H-KLPPGWEKRMSRSSGRVYYFNHITNAS
QWERPSG-OH

BCC-hPin1WW-L1 BCC-KLPPGWEKRMSRSSG-OH
hPin1WW-L1-ACC H-RVYYFNHITNASQWERPSG-ACC
BCC-hPin1WW-L2 BCC-KLPPGWEKRMSRSSGRVYYFNH-OH
hPin1WW-L2-ACC H-ITNASQWERPSG-ACC
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and hPin1WW-L1-ACC and hPin1WW-L2-ACC for the C-terminal
WW-domain fragments linked to coil strand ACC (Table 1;
note: The suffix L1/L2 identies the fragmentation site – loop 1
or loop 2 – of the respective split-WW domains as well as their
individual fragments). One-to-one mixtures of the related N-
and C-terminal fragments then form CC-hPin1WW-L1 or CC-
hPin1WW-L2.

All peptides were synthesized using microwave-assisted
Fmoc/tBu-based solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS). Interest-
ingly, we observed an overall improved purity of the crude CC-
hPin1WW peptides compared to crude hPin1WW (Fig. S2†),
which we attribute to the known aggregation propensity of WW
domains during the SPPS.28 As only fragments of hPin1WW were
attached to the CC strands, this effect was less pronounced.

CD spectroscopic analysis of structural properties and
thermodynamic stability of CC-hPin1WW variants

To study reconstitution of the fragmented CC-hPin1WW upon
CC association, CD spectra and CD thermal denaturation
proles were recorded of both CC-hPin1WW constructs (CC-
hPin1WW-L1 and CC-hPin1WW-L2), and hPin1WW and the anti-
parallel CC peptide ACCBCC weremeasured as references (Fig. 2).
The CD spectrum of hPin1WW reveals the typical shape reported
for WW domains showing a minimum at 197 nm, the charac-
teristic shoulder or minimum at 206 nm and a maximum at
Fig. 2 CD spectroscopic data of CC-hPin1WW variants, hPin1WW and
ACCBCC. (a) CD spectra of hPin1WW variants at 20 �C; (b) thermal
denaturation profiles of hPin1WW, ACCBCC, CC-hPin1WW-L1, CC-
hPin1WW-L2, and an one-to-one mixture of ACCBCC and hPin1WW to
obtain a reference spectrum. Thermal denaturation profiles are
depicted as fraction folded to enable comparison of the peptide
species. Thermal denaturation profiles were fitted to a two-state
folding model (see ESI†). Experimental conditions: PBS buffer, pH 7.4,
40 mM peptide concentration.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
227 nm, which results from the disordered termini, the triple-
stranded antiparallel b-sheet structure and the exciton
coupling of the aromatic residues of the hydrophobic core,
respectively.23 The antiparallel CC peptide was a-helical dis-
played by the strong minima at 208 and 222 nm. A CD spectrum
of ACCBCC and hPin1WW in an one-to-one mixture was recorded
as a reference spectrum (Fig. 2A, black dashed line). The CD
spectra of CC-hPin1WW-L1 and CC-hPin1WW-L2 should have
a similar prole in the case of a fully foldedWW-domain region.
Indeed, the CD spectrum of CC-hPin1WW-L1 (red) showed
a good resemblance to this reference spectrum with an overall
signicantly reduced a-helical content compared to ACCBCC,
whereas the CD spectrum of CC-hPin1WW-L2 (green) revealed
a higher a-helical content (Fig. 2A). This observation alone led
us to assume that the fragmented hPin1WW was more likely to
be reconstituted in CC-hPin1WW-L1 than in CC-hPin1WW-L2.
Deconvolution of the CD spectra using the CDSSTR algorithm
on DichroWeb provided a more quantitative picture of the
degree of folding of the fragmented WW-domain regions in CC-
hPin1WW-L1 and CC-hPin1WW-L2.29 The fractions of secondary
structural elements are listed in Table 2. As expected, ACCBCC

revealed an a-helical content of almost 70% and hPin1WW

a high b-strand content of 44% as well as 18% turn or 32%
disordered regions. A folded WW-domain region in the CC-
hPin1WW constructs should correspond to the fraction of
secondary structure elements of the CD spectrum of the one-to-
one mixture of hPin1WW and ACCBCC. The fraction of secondary
structure in CC-hPin1WW-L1 very closely matches these values,
which led us to conclude that WW-domain folding is indeed
induced by CC association. In contrast, deconvolution of the CD
spectrum of CC-hPin1WW-L2 revealed almost 60% a-helical
content and only 15% b-sheet content indicating, if at all, only
partial folding of the fragmented WW domain.

Thermal denaturation proles of hPin1WW, ACCBCC and the
two CC-hPin1WW variants were recorded as the thermal stability
gives additional information about the degree of folding.
Thermodynamic analysis of the obtained proles revealed
cooperative unfolding and melting temperatures, Tm, of Tm ¼
58.5 �C and Tm ¼ 57.5 �C for ACCBCC and hPin1WW, respectively.
Table 2 Fraction of secondary structural elements and melting
temperatures, Tm, obtained for CC-hPin1ww variants and reference
peptides based on CD spectroscopy

Peptide

Fraction secondary structurea

Tm
b [�C]a-Helix b-Strand Turn Disordered

ACCBCC (CC) 0.69 0.11 0.10 0.12 58.5 � 0.5
hPin1WW 0.04 0.44 0.18 0.32 57.5 � 1.0
CC/hPin1WW (1 : 1) 0.48 0.23 0.14 0.19 —
CC-hPin1WW-L1 0.47 0.24 0.11 0.18 65.0 � 0.5
CC-hPin1WW-L2 0.58 0.15 0.07 0.20 64.0 � 0.5

a Fraction of secondary structure was obtained from deconvolution of
CD spectra on DichroWeb using the CDSSTR algorithm (data set 4).29
b Tm values were calculated by least-square tting of the thermal
denaturation proles assuming a two-state folding model for
a monomer (hPin1WW) or a dimer (ACCBCC, CC-hPin1WW-L1, CC-
hPin1WW-L2).

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9079–9090 | 9081
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The Tm of hPin1WW is in accordance to the literature,20,23

whereas the Tm of ACCBCC was increased by 18 �C from the re-
ported literature value.27 This discrepancy can best be explained
by the lack of N- and C-terminal glycine residues in the studied
sequences of the original publication (see Table S1†). The Tm
values of the CC-hPin1WW variants were increased by 7 and 6 �C
compared to the reference peptides, respectively. This led us to
assume that the interaction of the CC is stabilized against
thermal denaturation. However, CC-hPin1WW-L2 was slightly
less stable, which indicates a less productive interaction of the
WW-domain fragments.

The fact that the WW domain in CC-hPin1WW-L2 was not
properly folded led to the hypothesis that the apparent recon-
stitution of the WW-domain structure in CC-hPin1WW-L1 was
not solely due to CC association. Therefore, we synthesized the
WW-domain fragments hPin1WW(6-20) and hPin1WW(21-39)
lacking the CC tag and recorded CD spectra of an one-to-one
mixture subsequently at different temperatures (Fig. S3†).
When mixed at room temperature, the WW-domain structure
was not reconstituted; however, at 0 �C, the CD spectrum
showed the typical signals of an at least partially folded WW
domain. This indicates that the structural information of split
hPin1WW was not completely lost, which may positively
contribute to the successful reconstitution into CC-hPin1WW-
L1. However, the recorded thermal denaturation prole indi-
cates a melting temperature below 0 �C, conrming that addi-
tional structural stabilization, e.g. by a CC dimerization
domain, is required to achieve a stable assembly.
Fig. 3 NMR spectroscopic analysis of CC-hPin1WW variants assessing
reconstitution of structure and function of fragmented hPin1WW. (a) 1D
proton NMR spectra of ACCBCC, a 1 : 1 mixture of hPin1WW(6-20) and
hPin1WW(21-39), hPin1WW, CC-hPin1WW-L1, and CC-hPin1WW-L2. The
isolated proton NMR signals between 9 and 11 ppm are characteristic
for natively folded hPin1WW. (*: ACCBCC contains a tryptophan residue
in ACC that is not present in the ACC-segment of hPin1WW-ACC). (b)
Overlay of the low field proton NMR spectra of hPin1WW (blue) and CC-
hPin1WW-L1 (red). The characteristic hPin1WW signals are also resolved
in CC-hPin1WW-L1. (c) Overlay of the low field proton NMR spectra of
hPin1WW (blue) and CC-hPin1WW-L2 (green). The characteristic
hPin1WW signals are not resolved in CC-hPin1WW-L2. (d and e) Overlay
of 2D 1H–15N HSQC NMR spectra of BCC-hPin1WW-L1-

15N4
13C6-R17

and hPin1WW-L1-ACC-
15N-F25 (d), and CC-hPin1WW-L1-

15N4
13C6-R17,

15N-F25 and hPin1WW (e). Folding of CC-hPin1WW-L1 in (e) is apparent
from the significant low field shift of F25 compared to (d) and the
appearance of two cross-peaks for R17 indicating two backbone
conformations. (*: refers to noise signals; low signal intensity of cross-
peaks of F25 in apo state due to solvent exchange) (f) chemical shift
perturbation of R17 and R17-3 in 1H–15N HSQC NMR spectra upon
titration of CTD to CC-hPin1WW-L1 at T ¼ 283 K. The signal of R17-3 is
folded into the spectral range shown.
NMR spectroscopic analysis of reconstitution of structure and
function in CC-hPin1WW variants

NMR spectroscopic studies were performed to substantiate the
conclusions on reconstitution of fragmented hPin1WW upon CC
association in the CC-hPin1WW variants as obtained by CD
spectroscopy so far. First, one-dimensional (1D) proton NMR
spectra of hPin1WW, CC-hPin1WW-L1, CC-hPin1WW-L2, and, as
control, of ACCBCC as well as an 1 : 1-mixture of hPin1WW(6-20)
and hPin1WW(21-39) were recorded. All NMR spectra except the
one-to-one mixture of hPin1WW(6-20) and hPin1WW(21-39)
reveal predominantly folded peptide species. The spectrum of
hPin1WW gives characteristic isolated proton resonance signals
in the low eld range between 9 and 11 ppm, which correspond
to the indole NH protons of W11 and W34, as well as to the NH
backbone protons of E12, F25 and Q33 (Fig. 3A–C, see Fig. S4†
for assignment of NH backbone protons comprising hPin1WW).
In this spectral range, no signals from neither folded ACCBCC

nor the 1 : 1 mixture comprising hPin1WW(6-20) and
hPin1WW(21-39), which show a pattern typical for non-
structured peptide motifs, are resolved (Fig. 3A, grey and
black traces, Fig. S5†), making these signals a strong indicator
for successful structural reconstitution of the WW domain in
the CC-hPin1WW variants. Indeed, the characteristic signals
were clearly visible in the 1D proton spectrum of CC-hPin1WW-
L1 with slightly altered chemical shis of indole signals
(Fig. 3B). CC-hPin1WW-L2, however, does not give this charac-
teristic pattern of signals, which supports our ndings obtained
9082 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9079–9090 © 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 3 Hydrodynamic radii of hPin1WW, CC-hPin1WW-L1 and CC-hPin1WW monomers

Measured rh [nm] Calculated rh
a [nm] Meas./calc.

hPin1WW 1.45 1.33 (35 aa) 1.09
CC-hPin1WW-L1 2.20 1.78 (94 aa) 1.24
BCC-hPin1WW-L1 2.15 1.43 (45 aa) 1.50
hPin1WW-L1-ACC 1.78 1.48 (49 aa) 1.20
Calc. av. CC-hPin1WW monomers 1.98 1.46 1.35

a rh is calculated for a globularly folded protein comprising the same number of residues as the particular variant of hPin1WW which has been
measured.30

Edge Article Chemical Science
from the CD measurements that hPin1WW is not reconstituted
in CC-hPin1WW-L2 upon CC association. The analysis of the
NMR structure of hPin1WW published by Luh et al. revealed
a conformationally dened loop 2 with a stabilizing hydrogen
bond between the side chain at N26 and amide protons
comprising the loop backbone (Fig. S6†).22 Therefore, we
assume that loop 2 is crucial for the structural integrity of
hPin1WW and, for this reason, not suitable to act as a fragmen-
tation site. Consequently, CC-hPin1WW-L2 was not considered
in further experimental work in the present study.

Additionally, we have performed NMR diffusion experiments
to determine the hydrodynamic radii (rh) of CC-hPin1WW-L1,
hPin1WW and the monomers BCC-hPin1WW-L1 and hPin1WW-L1-
ACC (Table 3, Fig. S7†). The hydrodynamic radius reports on
a quantitative measure of the state of folding of the peptides
investigated.30 The value determined for hPin1WW corresponds
well with the theoretical value for a globularly folded protein
structure comprising the same number of residues, while the
experimental value for CC-hPin1WW-L1 slightly deviates from
the theoretical value. We attribute this to the rod-shaped CC
extension of the peptide. However, compared to CC-hPin1WW-
L1 monomers, rh determined for CC-hPin1WW-L1 indicates
a more globularly folded peptide, which becomes evident from
the calculated average rh values of BCC-hPin1WW-L1 and
hPin1WW-L1-ACC.

To obtain insights into the structural and functional char-
acteristics of CC-hPin1WW-L1 at atomic resolution, we incor-
porated 15N-isotopically labelled amino acids, more specically,
15N4

13C6-R17 and 15N–F25, since these are located (a) close to
the fragmentation site and (b) to the ligand binding site. First,
we studied the overall conformation of the fragmented WW
domain by recording two-dimensional (2D) 1H–15N HSQC NMR
spectra of the isotopically labelled monomers (Fig. 3D) and CC-
hPin1WW-L1, respectively. The chemical shi values of the
backbone amide protons of R17 (8.23 ppm) and F25 (8.23 ppm)
found for the individual monomers are close to the reported
random coil chemical shis of 8.27 ppm and 8.23 ppm,31 thus
indicating a disordered structure of theWW-domain fragments.

In CC-hPin1WW-L1 F25 is strongly low eld shied, indi-
cating a b-sheet character, and also almost matches the chem-
ical shi values found for F25 in hPin1WW (Fig. 3e). However,
two conformations of the R17 backbone are evident, and the
values of the 15N chemical shis differ signicantly from those
of the reference peptide hPin1WW. Both phenomena are likely
due to the fact that R17 is part of the unstructured and
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
fragmented loop 1 and therefore can adopt different stable
conformations compared to the non-fragmented parent
peptide.

Since structural reconstitution of fragmented hPin1WW in
CC-hPin1WW-L1 was proven independently by CD and NMR
spectroscopy, we were particularly interested in whether this
CC-induced reconstitution of structure also leads to reconsti-
tution of the function. hPin1 is a peptidyl-prolyl-cis/trans
isomerase that specically isomerizes protein sequences with
a phosphorylated S/TP motif recognized by hPin1WW.12,32 One of
the target proteins is the RNA polymerase II, and the typical
recognition motif is the heptapeptide YSPTpSPS (pS – phos-
phorylated serine residue), which occurs repeatedly in the C-
terminal domain and is therefore called CTD peptide.33 We
synthesized this peptide, titrated it to 15N-isotopically labelled
CC-hPin1WW-L1 and monitored the changes in the chemical
shi values of cross-peaks belonging to the backbone and side
chain of R17 in 2D 1H–15N HSQC NMR spectra (Fig. 3f). By
plotting the changes in chemical shi values against the stoi-
chiometric ratio using the ligand and CC-hPin1WW-L1 concen-
trations, we were able to qualitatively estimate the binding
dissociation constant (Kd) that was in the range of 50 mM
(Fig. S8†). This is in good agreement with the Kd values previ-
ously reported for hPin1WW.34,35 Since R17 is directly involved in
ligand binding in native hPin1WW, these results suggest
successful reconstitution of binding capacity to the CTD
peptide in CC-hPin1WW-L1.
hPin1WW and CC-hPin1WW-L1 show similar binding to CTD-
peptide

Although the results obtained from the NMR titration experi-
ment were promising, we aimed for an additional experiment to
conrm the binding capacity between CTD and CC-hPin1WW-L1
and the value of the Kd. Furthermore, a direct comparison of the
binding capacities to CTD peptide of hPin1WW and CC-hPin1WW-
L1 improves the assessment of the extent of reconstitution
regarding function of the fragmented WW-domain region in CC-
hPin1WW-L1 signicantly. Therefore, we measured the change in
intrinsic tryptophan uorescence of hPin1WW and CC-hPin1WW-
L1 upon CTD peptide titration. It should be noted that direct
titration of the ligand into the solution of the respective hPin1WW

variant leads to false results, since tryptophan uorescence in
WW domains is highly sensitive to photobleaching.36 Therefore,
we decided to perform this experiment in a microplate format,
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9079–9090 | 9083



Fig. 4 Fluorescence and CD spectroscopic analysis of CTD binding to
hPin1WW and CC-hPin1WW-L1. (a) Intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence
titrations to determine dissociation constants (Kd) of hPin1WW and CC-
hPin1WW-L1. Saturation binding curves of hPin1WW (Kd ¼ 2.2 � 0.6 mM)
and CC-hPin1WW-L1 (Kd ¼ 2.0 � 0.7 mM) obtained from tryptophan
fluorescence enhancement upon CTD-peptide titration. Conditions: c
(hPin1WW/CC-hPin1WW-L1) ¼ 2 mM, PBS buffer, pH 7.4, room
temperature; titration steps: 0–500 mM CTD peptide. All binding
dissociation constants were obtained from non-linear least square
fitting to the saturation bindings curves (see ESI Eqn. 14†). (b–e)
Changes in CD spectra at 20 �C (b and d) and CD thermal denaturation
profiles (c and e) of hPin1WW (b and c) and CC-hPin1WW-L1 (d and e) in
the presence of equimolar amounts of CTD ligand. Thermodynamic
data was obtained from non-linear least square fitting to thermal
denaturation curves (Table 4). Experimental conditions: PBS buffer, pH
7.4, 40 mM peptide concentration. Thermal denaturation profiles were
fitted using a two-state folding-unfolding model (see ESI†).
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although signal scattering is sometimes an issue. An one-to-one
dilution series of the ligand was prepared starting from 500 mM
CTD concentration, each dilution equilibrated with 2 mMprotein
for 15 h at 4 �C, and measured in a microplate reader at room
temperature to obtain the intrinsic tryptophan uorescence at
350 nm. Both WW-domain peptides showed a very similar
binding behaviour (Fig. 4), although the observed uorescence
enhancement wasmore pronounced for CC-hPin1WW-L1 than for
hPin1WW. Surprisingly, the saturation binding curves indicated
stronger binding for both peptides than initially indicated by
NMR titration, and the non-linear least square ts (ESI Eqn. 14†)
yielded Kd values of 2.2 � 0.6 mM and 2.0 � 0.7 mM for hPin1WW

and CC-hPin1WW-L1, respectively. These values are by the order
of one magnitude lower than those reported in the literature35

and estimated from NMR titration experiments (Fig. S8†). One
possible explanation for this discrepancy could be a reduced
effect of undesired ligand depletion, since the measurements
were performed at peptide concentrations 30 times lower than
the reported Kd.37 Additionally, we suspected conformational
changes of the WW-domain backbone during ligand binding,
which could result in cooperative changes of the uorescence of
both tryptophans, W11 in the hydrophobic core and W34 at the
binding site, and thus to an apparent Kd value inuenced by
structural changes. At the extreme, such behaviour was observed
in the Ess1WW domain during binding of similar CTD ligands.
Ess1WW showed ligand-induced folding and provided a satura-
tion-binding curve that indicated strong ligand binding.38

Therefore, we also performed CDmeasurements of hPin1WW

and CC-hPin1WW-L1 in the presence of equimolar amounts of
ligand CTD to determine possible structural changes. Indeed,
CD spectra showed increased signal intensities for both,
hPin1WW and CC-hPin1WW-L1 (Fig. 4b and d). Furthermore, CD
thermal denaturation revealed cooperative unfolding with
signicantly steeper transition proles and slightly lower
melting temperatures (Fig. 4d, e and Table 4). The thermody-
namic analysis of the thermal denaturation curves focusing on
DHm, DCp,m and DGDi at 20 �C using a two-state unfolding-
folding model gave thermodynamic parameters that indicate
a moderate structural stabilization of both hPin1WW and CC-
hPin1WW-L1 upon ligand binding, respectively. Taken together,
ligand titration monitored by NMR and uorescence spectros-
copy and CD measurements of hPinWW and CC-hPin1WW-L1
gave similar results for both peptides, which suggest that both
the structure and function of the fragmented WW-domain
region, are reconstituted successfully in CC-hPin1WW-L1 upon
CC association.
A library of split-WW domains

As mentioned in the introduction, the concept of CC mediated
reconstitution of split-WW domains was developed here to be
used as a combinatorial approach to design WW domains
possessing new functions. Advantageously, sets of N-terminal
and C-terminal fragments can be combined, signicantly
expanding the size of the library while minimizing synthesis
effort. To illustrate this, a simple example is given: Four N-
terminal fragments combined with four C-terminal fragments
9084 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9079–9090
yield a relatively small library of sixteen split-WW domains at
half the synthetic effort, since only eight peptides need to be
synthesized rather than sixteen; ten N-terminal fragments
combined with ten C-terminal fragments, on the other hand,
would expand the library to 100 members, requiring the
synthesis of only twenty peptides, a comparatively small
synthetic effort.

As a proof-of-concept, we chose to synthesize a small split-
WW domain library derived from hPin1WW to be screened
specically for adenosine triphosphate (ATP) binding. Weak
ATP binding with a binding dissociation constant of 0.6 mM
was previously demonstrated with hPin1WW-M15C modied
with a uorescent stilbazole to which a Zn (II) dipicolylamine
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Split-WW domain library design and screening for binding activity to organophosphates. (a) Organophosphate ligands for library
screening: ATP (adenosine triphosphate), cAMP (cyclic adenosine monophosphate), PC (phosphorylcholine), IP6 (inositol hexaphosphate). (b)
Sequences of the BCC-hPin1WW-L1 (BCC-WW-1 – BCC-WW-4) and hPin1WW-L1-ACC (ACC-WW-5– ACC-WW-10) used in split-WW-domain library
design. BCC-WW-1 corresponds to parent BCC-hPin1WW-L1 and ACC-WW-5 to hPin1WW-L1-ACC. Combination of the N- and C-terminal frag-
ments results in a library of 24 split-WW domains. The amino acids highlighted in red mark the mutation sites. (c) Screening readout based on
saturation binding monitored by intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence changes in split-WW domains upon ligand binding and quantified by
calculation of the association constants (1/Kd). Note: For practical reasons, only elementary titrations were performed. Therefore, the association
constants obtained in this screening serve only as a relative comparison of the binding of the four ligands to a respective split-WWdomain variant
(for experimental details see ESI†).

Table 4 Thermodynamic analysis of CD thermal denaturation profiles of hPin1WW and CC-hPin1WW-L1 in the absence and presence of ligand
CTD

Tm (Tm
K) [�C] DHm [kJ mol�1] DCp,m [J mol�1 K�1] DGDi

T¼293K [kJ mol�1]

hPin1WW
a 57.5 � 0.9 �120 � 12 �3300 � 500 �6.0 � 1.4

hPin1WW + CTDa 56.0 � 0.6 �135 � 6 �2600 � 1100 �9.6 � 0.8
CC-hPin1WW-L1

b 65.0 � 0.4 (124.5 � 0.1) �168 � 2 �190 � 40 �41.3 � 0.2
CC-hPin1WW-L1 + CTDb 60.5 � 0.1 (111.5 � 0.7) �187 � 5 �200 � 120 �42.3 � 0.2

a Thermodynamic parameters were obtained from non-linear least square ts using a two-state folding/unfolding model for a monomer.39 Tm is the
midpoint of thermal denaturation at fraction folded a ¼ 0.5; DHm is the change in enthalpy at Tm; DCp,m is the change in heat capacity at Tm and
DGT¼293K

Di is the change in free enthalpy at 20 �C. b Thermodynamic parameters were obtained from non-linear least square ts using a two-state
folding/unfolding model for a dimer.39 Tm

K is the concentration independent melting temperature at unfolding constant K ¼ 1.40

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9079–9090 | 9085
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was attached as an additional phosphate binding motif.34

However, our goal was to nd an ATP-binding WW domain that
consists exclusively of natural amino acids and, in addition,
binds other biologically relevant organophosphates such as
cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), phosphorylcholine
(PC), or inositol hexaphosphate (IP6, Fig. 5a) less well, i.e., that
is ATP-specic. In addition to the original CC-hPin1WW-L1
fragments, in the context of this library now referred to as BCC-
WW-1 and ACC-WW-5, eight other peptides – three N-terminal
fragments and ve C-terminal fragments that were derived
from BCC-WW-1 and ACC-WW-5, respectively – were synthesized.
This resulted in a total of four N-terminal fragments (BCC-WW-1
to BCC-WW-4) and six C-terminal fragments (BCC-WW-5 to BCC-
WW-10), which aer combination yielded a library of 24 split-
WW domains (Fig. 5b). The most relevant interactions of ATP-
binding proteins with the ligand are hydrogen bonds with the
ribose moiety, aromatic interactions with the nucleobase, or
electrostatic interactions of the negatively charged triphosphate
with positively charged amino acid residues. Therefore, the
variants of BCC-WW-1 and ACC-WW-5 contained mutations with
positively charged lysine or arginine residues (BCC-WW-2, BCC-
WW-3, ACC-WW-7), polar serine or glutamate residues (ACC-WW-
6, ACC-WW-8, ACC-WW-10), and polar aromatic residues such as
tyrosine and histidine (BCC-WW-4, ACC-WW-9, ACC-WW-10,
Fig. 5b).

Library screening was performed by measuring the changes
in intrinsic tryptophan uorescence upon ligand binding. Since
the change in tryptophan uorescence is highly dependent on
the peptide, elementary ligand titrations were performed to
provide the binding association constants (Fig. S9–S12†). In
a screening format, this methodology represents an estimate,
but provides a relative comparison of the binding of the
different ligands to one peptide species in a qualitative manner.
The results of the library screening are summarized in Fig. 5c.
Many of the peptide variants did not exhibit preferential
binding to any of the organophosphates tested or showed
ambiguous results. Only two combinations – CC-WW-2-6 and
CC-WW-2-10 – showed specic binding to ATP over the other
organophosphates. Of these two, CC-WW-2-10 was investigated
further, because ATP binding appeared to be more selective for
this particular split-WW domain. In addition to CC-WW-2-10,
we also decided to study CC-WW-1-8 and CC-WW-2-8, as these
variants showed selective binding to PC and IP6.
Fig. 6 Characterization of structure and binding properties of WW-1-
8, WW-2-8 and WW-2-10. (a) CD spectrum of WW-1-8, WW-2-8 and
WW-2-10 at T ¼ 20 �C; (b) thermal denaturation profile of WW-1-8,
WW-2-8 and WW-2-10 depicted as fraction folded. The thermal
denaturation profile was fitted to a two-state foldingmodel giving a Tm
value of 36.5 � 0.5 �C (see ESI†). Experimental conditions: PBS buffer,
pH 7.4, 40 mM peptide concentration. (c) Intrinsic tryptophan fluo-
rescence titrations of ATP, cAMP, phosphorylcholine, and IP6 to WW-
2-10 lead to the following Kd values: Kd (ATP)¼ 14� 3.4 mM, Kd (cAMP)
¼ 102 � 22 mM, Kd (PC) ¼ 112 � 51 mM, Kd (IP6) ¼ 1.1 � 0.3 mM. (d)
Intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence titrations of ATP, cAMP, phosphor-
ylcholine, and IP6 to WW-1-8 lead to the following Kd values: Kd (ATP)
¼ 130� 40 mM, Kd (cAMP)¼ 81� 28 mM, Kd (PC)¼ 1.1� 0.3 mM, Kd (IP6)
¼ 64 � 6 mM. Experimental conditions: c (peptide) ¼ 2 mM, PBS buffer,
pH 7.4, room temperature; titration steps: 0–500 mM phosphate
ligand. All Kd values were obtained from non-linear least square fitting
using the saturation bindings curves (see ESI Eqn. 14†).
WW-domain-derived peptides as mini-receptors for
organophosphates

Based on the results of the library screening, WW domainsWW-
2-10, WW-1-8, and WW-2-8 were synthesized to further investi-
gate their selective binding properties to ATP, PC, or IP6. Since
these WW domains, unlike the CC-fusion variants, were not
stabilized by CC interaction, CD spectroscopy was employed to
characterize their structure and thermodynamic stability
(Fig. 6a and b). The CD spectrum of WW-2-10 exhibits prom-
inent features of a WW domain by showing the typical
maximum at 227 nm resulting from the exciton coupling of the
aromatic residues. However, compared to hPin1WW, the signal
9086 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9079–9090
intensity is lower, mainly due to the exchange of W34 for
a serine residue. In the CD spectrum of WW-1-8, the exciton
coupling is even less pronounced, and WW-2-8 appears to be
mainly a random coil in solution. To investigate the overall
thermodynamic stability of these WW domains, thermal dena-
turation proles were recorded by monitoring the change in CD
signal at a wavelength of 227 nm, which gave a Tm of 36.5 �C for
WW-2-10 and of 14 �C for WW-1-8 (Fig. 6a and b). WW-2-8 did
not show a cooperative folding to unfolding transition, allowing
us to conclude that it represents an unfolded peptide species at
ambient temperature. However, WW-1-8 also exhibits lower
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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thermodynamic stability, suggesting that mutations in the C-
terminal fragment ACC-WW-8 signicantly affect the structural
integrity of the WW domains. WW-2-10, on the other hand, is
a stably folded WW domain possessing a cooperative denatur-
ation prole, although it shows lower thermodynamic stability
compared with wild type hPin1WW. Taken together, these data
clearly demonstrate that the split-WW-domain approach indeed
allows screening for function and not primarily for thermody-
namic stability.

Aer investigating the structure and thermodynamic
stability, we analyzed the binding of organophosphates to WW-
2-10 and WW-1-8 by measuring the changes in intrinsic tryp-
tophan uorescence. An one-to-one dilution series of each
ligand was prepared starting from a concentration of 500 mM,
each dilution was equilibrated with a concentration of 2 mM of
the respective WW-domain variant at a temperature of 4 �C for
a period of 15 h and measured in a microplate reader at room
temperature to obtain the intrinsic tryptophan uorescence at
a wavelength of 350 nm.

When analyzing the binding properties of WW-2-10, trypto-
phan uorescence quenching was observed upon ATP binding,
while binding of the other ligands resulted in weak tryptophan
uorescence enhancement. By tting the resulting titration
curves to an one-site binding model, a Kd of 14 � 4 mM was
determined for ATP binding. In comparison, the Kd values of
cAMP and PC were increased by an order of magnitude, and IP6
showed only weak binding possessing a Kd value in the mM
range (Fig. 6c). This conrmed the results from the library
screening, which indicated a specic binding activity of WW-2-
10 to ATP. To our knowledge, only one small peptide folding
motif has been reported so far that exhibits specic ATP-
binding properties, namely a b-hairpin of 11 amino acids.43

ATP binding was achieved by electrostatic and aromatic inter-
actions, but is one order of magnitude weaker than found for
WW-2-10, which with its 34 amino acids can still be considered
a peptide and, in this case, a mini-ATP receptor that binds
comparatively strongly to ATP. By comparison, natural ATP-
binding proteins bind their ligand in the high nM to mM
range.44

To further investigate the relationship between sequence
and activity, we also relied on computational methods. A
structural model of WW-2-10 was constructed with the Rosetta
Relax application41 based on an available NMR structure of
hPin1WW (pdb code 1i6c), in which the corresponding amino
acid residues were mutated. Subsequently, AutoDock Vina42 was
used to perform molecular docking with the organophosphates
considered in this study to predict their binding mode
(Fig. S13†). Interestingly, WW-2-10 showed two binding pockets
on the surface, a polar pocket (P1) and a positively charged
pocket (P2). The key of this structural feature lies in the two
mutations F25H and S32E. The two amino acid residues H and
E form a hydrogen bond through which H25 moves out of the
outer hydrophobic core, constituting a cavity (Fig. S13A and B†).
While the long negatively charged phosphate tail of ATP binds
to P2, where it is stabilized by electrostatic interactions and
hydrogen bonds with the three arginine residues, its nucleoside
moiety appears to t perfectly into P1 and is stabilizedmainly by
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
hydrogen bonds. The other organophosphates that were inves-
tigated either do not t into the cavities or are too small to
occupy both pockets, which is for instance the case for phos-
phorylcholine (Fig. S13†).

Although WW-1-8 exhibits lower thermodynamic stability,
we investigated its binding behaviour to the four different
organophosphates (Fig. 6d). In all titration experiments, we
observed an enhancement of tryptophan uorescence, and Kd

values were determined by tting the resulting titration curves
to a one-site-binding model. For titration of phosphorylcholine
to WW-1-8, we determined a Kd value of 1.3 � 0.3 mM, whereas
titrations of ATP and cAMP yielded Kd values that were
increased by approximately two orders of magnitude. Interest-
ingly, titration of IP6 to WW-1-8 resulted in a strong tryptophan
uorescence enhancement. Although tting the titration curve
yielded a Kd value of only 65 mM, a factor of 1.5 increased
compared with the Kd value of PC, we wondered whether this
phenomenon was due to the lower thermodynamic stability of
WW-1-8. Therefore, we also performed quantitative titrations of
the phosphate ligands with the corresponding split variant CC-
WW-1-8, which is thermodynamically stable due to the fused CC
dimerization domain (Fig. S14†). Interestingly, CC-WW-1-8
showed a slightly different binding behaviour than the non-
fusion WW domain WW-1-8. PC was similarly bound with
a Kd value of 1.7 � 0.4 mM, however, the Kd values for ATP and
cAMP were reduced by one order of magnitude, and IP6 was
only weakly bound without causing a strong enhancement of
tryptophan uorescence that was observed upon binding of IP6
to WW-1-8. Thus, we can conclude that the thermodynamic
stability of the modied WW domain most likely has a signi-
cant effect on ligand binding, although an inuence of the
fragmentation in loop 1 in CC-WW-1-8 cannot be ruled out
completely. However, we state that both WW-1-8 and CC-WW-1-
8 show the highest binding affinity for PC, which is consistent
with the library screening.

Conclusions

In this report, we have successfully introduced the concept of
CC-mediated proximity-induced reconstitution of fragmented
WW domains, which has high potential as a combinatorial
approach for identifying WW domains with novel functions as
demonstrated here. To develop this approach, we chose wild
type hPin1WW as model peptide, which inherent structural and
functional properties can be well investigated by applying
a synergistic combination of CD, uorescence and high-
resolution NMR spectroscopy. Two fragmentation sites have
been investigated: fragmentation in loop 1 (CC-hPin1WW-L1) at
the GR site and fragmentation in loop 2 (CC-hPin1WW-L2) at the
HI site. By using CD spectroscopy and 1D proton NMR experi-
ments we could show that in CC-hPin1WW-L1 the fragmented
WW domain is structurally reconstituted, although loop 1 is
reported to be the folding nucleation site of hPin1WW.25,26 These
results are in accordance to the ndings of Kier et al. who
studied a circularly permuted and hyperstable variant of
hPin1WW.20 In contrast, theWW-domain region in CC-hPin1WW-
L2 is not properly folded, which we attribute to the fact that loop
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9079–9090 | 9087
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2 is conformationally well-dened and probably key to the
overall stability of the WW-domain structure. A F-value analysis
of hPin1WW by Gruebele et al. indicated that loop 1 and loop 2
play a similar role in the folding process of hPin1WW, antici-
pating a two-state folding mechanism and not, as previously
reported,25 a sequential folding mechanism with loop 1 as
initial nucleation site.45

Reconstitution of function was investigated by titration of
the CTD peptide of RNA polymerase II, a natural hPin1WW

ligand, to solutions of CC-hPin1WW-L1 and hPin1WW and
monitored by recording both two-dimensional heteronuclear
1H–15N HSQC NMR spectra of isotopically labelled CC-
hPin1WW-L1 and intrinsic tryptophan uorescence spectros-
copy, respectively. Furthermore, structural changes upon ligand
binding were investigated by CD spectroscopy and the acquisi-
tion of thermal denaturation proles. These experiments show
that not only the structure but also the binding properties of
hPin1WW are fully reconstituted in CC-hPin1WW-L1, although
loop 1 contains the phosphate binding site and is therefore
directly involved in ligand binding. To put it in a nutshell, the
split hPin1WW described here is the smallest protein/peptide to
date that has been shown to reconstitute completely by CC
association. This highlights the general robustness of WW-
domain structure.

The WW domain has great potential as a scaffold for the
development of biomimetic peptides and mini-proteins. The
folding motif is extremely robust to modications and muta-
tions. However, unlike CCs, the sequence-structure relation-
ships are less straightforward and therefore not as well studied.
The split-WW domain approach presented here allows us to
explore the sequence space of the WW domain in a combina-
torial manner, facilitating the identication of novel functional
peptides that exhibit WW-domain folding. We demonstrated
the potential of this engineering strategy with a 24-member
split-WW-domain library built from only ten peptides, from
which we identied one specic ATP binder, namely WW-2-10,
possessing a remarkable binding dissociation constant in the
low micromolar range. This peptide competes very well with
other engineered systems43 and natural ATP-binding proteins,
the latter having Kd values from the high nanomolar to the
millimolar regime.44 Sequence optimization of WW-2-10 could
improve ATP binding even further. Only a single articial ATP-
binding protein of 80 amino acids, identied by in vitro selec-
tion of a messenger RNA displayed protein library with 6 � 1012

members, showed a Kd value of 0.1 mM.46 This is obviously very
impressive, but the advantage of our approach is that the WW
domain is comparatively small and therefore the peptides can
be chemically synthesized in an automated manner, allowing
library members with articial amino acid residues. In addition
to the ATP binder, we have also identied a phophorylcholine-
selective WW domain, WW-1-8, which, although not thermo-
dynamically very stable, binds to PC with a Kd value of about 1
mM and could be developed into a mini-receptor for PC or PC
derivatives such as lysophosphatidylcholine, which is found, for
example, as a so-called “Find-Me signal” on apoptotic cells.47

We are convinced that the results reported here are promising
for future applications, such as the development of other mini-
9088 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9079–9090
phosphate receptors or mini-phosphatases. Thus, we intend to
establish this split-WW-domain approach as a platform for the
development and identication of a variety of functional WW
domains in future.
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